[In vitro fertilization - analysis of data in Czech National Assisted Reproduction Register from years 2007-2011].
Analysis of IVF cycles (excluding donor oocytes programs) in Czech National Assisted Reproduction Register (NRAR). Retrospective study. We analyzed NRAR data from 1. 1. 2007 to 31. 12. 2011 (107 529 cycles) concerning IVF cycles, according standards of European IVF monitoring - European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology (EIM ESHRE). Yearly in Czech Republic there is 10 000-14 000 initiated IVF cycles. In agreement with common experience, IVF results differ depending the age of woman. The completeness of data in NRAR decreases significantly during the cycle course; data concerning the delivery after the cycle are missing in more than 50% of cycles in some years. So, parameters of cycle effectiveness are not possible to evaluate yet. Number of IVF centers in Czech Republic is still growing. Number of IVF cycles (and similarly frozen embryo transfer cycles) in Czech Republic is in general yearly very similar. In the subgroup of the age under 34, the number of cycles slightly diminishes, in the age group 34-40 increases. Number of cycles in Oocyte donation cycles and in Oocyte reception cycles is increasing. The effectiveness of IVF treatments is not possible to evaluate due to an important part of cycles with missing data concerning pregnancies and deliveries. It is necessary to stimulate centers to send missing data, but also to create the interconnection with the Deliveries register and the Abortions register, to reach data in cases, where it is really difficult to reach them by centers.